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Abstract. Individual neurons in the suprachiasmatic nucleus (SCN), the master biological clock in mammals,
autonomously produce highly complex patterns of spikes. We have shown that most (∼90%) SCN neurons exhibit
truly stochastic interspike interval (ISI) patterns. The aim of this study was to understand the stochastic nature of
the firing patterns in SCN neurons by analyzing the ISI sequences of 150 SCN neurons in hypothalamic slices.
Fractal analysis, using the periodogram, Fano factor, and Allan factor, revealed the presence of a 1/f-type powerlaw (fractal) behavior in the ISI sequences. This fractal nature was persistent after the application of the GABAA
receptor antagonist bicuculline, suggesting that the fractal stochastic activity is an intrinsic property of individual
SCN neurons. Based on these physiological findings, we developed a computational model for the stochastic SCN
neurons to find that their stochastic spiking activity was best described by a gamma point process whose mean firing
rate was modulated by a fractal binomial noise. Taken together, we suggest that SCN neurons generate temporal
spiking patterns using the fractal stochastic point process.
Keywords: suprachiasmatic nucleus, interspike intervals, fractal, stochastic, gamma point processes, long-term
correlations
1.

Introduction

The SCN is a hypothalamic region that contains the circadian pacemaker in mammals (Meijer and Rietveld,
1989; Morin, 1994). The core mechanism underlying
the generation of the circadian rhythms is thought to be

the transcription- translation feedback loops of clock
genes, such as Per, Clock, Bmal, and Cry (for reviews,
Reppert and Weaver, 2001, 2002). It is surmised that
a substance (or substances) from the core loop transmits its circadian signal to cellular functions like neuronal discharge or release of diffusible factors, and
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consequently spiking patterns of individual SCN neurons exhibit higher mean firing rates during the day
and lower firing rates at night (Inouye and Kawamura,
1979; Jagota et al., 2000; Schaap et al., 2003). In other
words, the circadian rhythm of SCN neurons is expressed by the sinusoidal modulation of their mean firing rates. Such circadian oscillation in firing frequency
is known to be crucial for the transmission of time
information to other brain areas to impose circadian
rhythmicity on physiological and behavioral activities
(Schwartz et al., 1987; Newman et al., 1992; Shirakawa
et al., 2001).
On a short time scale, however, the spiking activity of individual SCN neurons is neither periodic nor
modulated. The spontaneous firing rate of an SCN neuron incessantly varies ranging from 1.5 to 15 Hz, often accompanied by intermittent bursts (Gillette, 1991;
Pennartz et al., 1998; Jagota et al., 2000; Schaap et al.,
2003). In fact, interspike intervals (ISIs) of SCN neurons are quite irregular and complex. So far, how this
complex sequence of action potentials operating on
a fast time scale relates to the circadian signal of
mean firing rates varying over a much slower time
scale and to the molecular clockwork of the SCN is
unknown.
As an effort to provide answer to this important,
challenging question, we have performed nonlinear
time series analyses on an extensive set of the ISI
data recorded from SCN cells in slice preparations
and found that about 90% of the SCN cell population generated stochastic patterns of spikes, while
the remainders exhibited nonlinear determinism (Jeong
et al., submitted). This finding in turn motivated us
to investigate the very nature of the stochastic process underlying the irregular spiking activity of SCN
neurons.
Neural spike trains, in general, have often been
viewed as a stochastic signal of some renewal processes showing absolutely no correlation among their
ISIs (Cox and Lewis, 1966; Tuckwell, 1989). Such a
description has been quite accurate in several different occasions (Levine, 1980; Steedman et al., 1983;
Steedman and Zachary, 1990). The spiking activity of
SCN neurons, however as we will show in detail, does
not follow a simple renewal process but a more complex, yet, well-defined stochastic process known as a
fractal point process.
The hallmark of the fractal point process is the presence of long-term correlations. The spike train generated by the fractal point process exhibits a self-similar

or scale-free behavior—in other words, no characteristic time scales dominate the dynamics of the underlying spiking process. The simplest scale-free relationship is a power-law: a straight line appears on
a log-log plot of a dependant variable (e.g. the number of ISIs) versus an independent variable (e.g. the
magnitude of ISIs). The scale-free behavior indicates
that long lasting correlations are present in the signal, extending over the entire range of time scales
(thus, long-term correlation). In the present study, using statistical and fractal measures, we showed that
SCN neurons truly followed the fractal stochastic
process.
We also investigated the role of GABA, the primary
neurotransmitter of the SCN, in the observed fractal
behavior. The GABAA receptor antagonist bicuculline
was applied to SCN neurons to block GABAA receptormediated synaptic couplings and to see if any changes
arose in the fractal behavior of the ISI sequences. The
fractal behavior was found persistent in the ISI sequences after the bicuculline application, indicating
that the observed fractal behavior pertains to individual
SCN neurons or originates from non-synaptic cell-tocell coupling interactions.

2.
2.1.

Materials and Methods
Animals and Brain Slice Preparation

Male Sprague-Dawley rats (n = 46; 40–100 g) were
housed in a temperature-controlled room (22–24◦ C)
under a 12/12-hr light/dark cycle (light on 07:00–
19:00) for at least 2 weeks prior to use. The rats
were anesthetized with Nembutal (6 mg/100 g body
weight) in the daytime of subjects, and then the brains
were quickly removed and submerged in ice-cold artificial cerebrospinal fluid [ACSF (mM): 124 NaCl,
26 NaHCO3 , 3 KCl, 2.4 CaCl2 , 1.3 MgSO4 , 1.25
NaH2 PO4 , 10 Glucose, 95% O2 , and 5% CO2 saturation]. Using a vibrating tissue slicer (Vibratome 1000,
Technical Products International, USA), a block of hypothalamic tissue was cut into slices coronally at the
thickness of 120–150 µm. The slices containing the
SCN were transferred to a recording chamber perfused
by the same ACSF at the flow rate of 1.0–1.5 ml/min.
The experimental procedures described above were in
accordance with the guideline set by the Korea University College of Medicine Animal Research Policies
Committee.
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2.2.

Extracellular Recording

After 1-hr incubation in the recording chamber, extracellular recordings were performed at room temperature (25–27◦ C). The recording electrodes made of
borosilicate tubings (Sutter Inst. Co. USA) had a tip
diameter of 2–4 µm with a resistance of 3–5 Mohm.
Cell-attached patch (CAP) configuration without membrane rupture was achieved for extracellular singleunit recording. In a CAP mode, a single action potential caused a transient capacitive current over the
patch of membrane sucked into the pipette tip. This
was recorded under voltage clamp conditions with a
pipette potential of 0 mV. The recordings were performed using Axo-patch 200B amplifier (Axon Instruments, USA) in track mode from 150 SCN neurons
for 20–40 minutes, and the ISI data were stored using pClamp software. The mean number of data points
was 6, 288 ± 3,001 (range: 1,422–19,778). For each
recording, first two minute of data were discarded to
ensure the stationarity of the ISI sequences as possible.
2.3.

Fractal Stochastic Analysis

The ISI histogram was used to measure the relative frequency of occurrence pτ (τ ) of an ISI τ . It is an estimate
of the probability density function of ISI magnitudes.
Although its construction yields the loss of information
about temporal ordering of spikes, and thus dependencies among intervals, the ISI histogram with its skewness (S K ) and coefficient of variance (C V ) provides
some clues for identifying the underlying stochastic
process of the data.
To examine the presence of long-term correlations
in ISI patterns of SCN neurons, the periodogram, Fano
factor, and Allan factor were estimated. These statistical measures provide a way of investigating if a
given data set has a self-similarity property. If their
values estimated over brief periods of time are proportional to those estimated over longer periods, SCN
neurons prove to exhibit a power-law (scale-free) behavior within ISI patterns, which is the hallmark of a
fractal behavior.
The periodogram (PG) estimates power spectral density (PSD) of the ISI sequences. For fractal signals, the
PG exhibits a power-law behavior that varies with the
frequency as S( f ) ∝ f α p , particularly in the low frequency range. The Fano factor (FF) is the ratio of the
variance of the number of spiking events in a counting number to the mean. The FF of a fractal stochastic
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process takes the power-law form T α F (0 < α F < 1)
for large counting time T , while it tends to stay in a
constant value independent of T for a renewal process.
The α F is considered as the fractal exponent (scaling
exponent) of the point process. The power-law form
T α F implies that the fluctuations in the firing rate converge relatively slowly as T is increased, endowing an
evidence for self-similarity and long-term correlations
within the ISI sequence. Although the FF can detect
the presence of the fractal behavior, mathematical constraints prevent it from increasing with the counting
time faster than T 1 . Therefore, it seems to be unsuitable as a measure for fractal exponents greater than
unity (Lowen et al., 2001). For the reliable estimation
of a fractal exponent that may assume a value greater
than unity, we additionally used the Allan factor (AF),
which is a measure whose increase is not constrained
as it is for the FF. The detailed concepts and estimation algorithms of these measures are presented in the
Appendix.
The surrogate data test was used to confirm the presence of power-law characteristics in the ISI sequences
of SCN neurons. Surrogate data are a randomized sequence of the original data with any long-term correlations or power-law relationship destroyed (Schreiber
and Schmitz, 2000). Statistically significant differences
in the fractal exponents of the original data and their
surrogate data would imply the presence of long-term
correlations (power-law relationship) in the original
data. In our analysis, the fractal exponent estimation
(α P , α F , and α A ) was applied to each raw ISI data set
and its 19 different versions of surrogates. To quantify
the significance of the fractal behavior, the significance
S was introduced (Longtin, 1993; Shen et al., 2003).
The S was defined by

S=

|<αs > − α|
,
σs

(1)

where <α S > denotes the mean value of the fractal exponent of the 19 surrogate data, α is the fractal exponent
of the original data set, and σs is the standard deviation
of the fractal exponents of the surrogates. If any fractal structure exists, α should be significantly greater
than <α S >. An S-value larger than 1.96 indicates the
presence of fractal behavior in the original data (with a
0.95 level of significance), as suggested by Shen et al.
(2003). All numerics were expressed by mean ± S.D.
All tests of statistical significance were two-tailed.
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2.4.

Statistical Analysis

A goodness-of-fit test for various computational models was performed using the Kolmogorov-Smirnov
Test, which compares the ISI histograms of the ISI
sequences obtained from the SCN neurons and ISI
distributions generated the homogeneous Poisson process, the dead-time-modified Poisson point process, the
gamma renewal process, and fractal stochastic process.
The Kolmogorov–Smirnov test measures the maximum difference between the cumulative distribution
functions of the models and of observed data and calculates the probability that the two distributions would exhibit a difference at least that large if the samples were
drawn from identical populations. We find the greatest
discrepancy between the observed and expected cumulative frequencies, which is called the D-Statistic,
and compare this against the critical D-Statistic for that
sample size. If the calculated D-Statistic is greater than
the critical one, then reject the null hypothesis that the
distribution is of the expected form.
3.
3.1.

Table 1. The mean and standard deviation (SD) values of
statistical and fractal measures for the 150 SCN neurons and
their surrogate data. The S-scores of the fractal measures
greater than 3 indicates the presence of the fractal behavior
within ISIs of the SCN neurons.
SCN neurons
(n = 150)

Surrogate data
(n = 2850)

S-scores

SFR

4.67 ± 1.57

4.67 ± 1.57

0

CV

0.38 ± 0.20

0.38 ± 0.21

0

SK

1.48 ± 1.97

1.48 ± 1.96

0

αP

0.85 ± 0.35

0.03 ± 0.20

5.96 ± 3.34

αF

0.68 ± 0.20

0.03 ± 0.15

6.50 ± 2.63

αA

0.81 ± 0.38

0.06 ± 0.19

6.56 ± 2.74

SFR: spontaneous firing rate.

Results
ISI Histograms of SCN Neurons

ISI sequences from 150 SCN neurons recorded in 46
SCN slices were analyzed. Most neurons had ISIs
with a unimodal distribution with a mean interval of
0.27 ± 0.11 sec (range: 0.05 to 0.9 sec). The long tail
was present in the long ISI range of the histogram.
Figure 1 presents the ISI histogram for the neural spike
train recorded from a typical SCN neuron. For the surrogate data, the ISI histograms and consequently the
C V and S K were the same as those of the original
data, because random shuffling of the ISIs did not alter
the distribution of the intervals (Table 1).
The most suitable stochastic model for describing
the ISI histograms of the SCN neurons was investigated. The homogeneous Poisson process (HPP), fixeddead-time-modified Poisson point process (DTMP),
and gamma renewal process (GRP) were tested as a
candidate (see Appendix for their definitions). In Fig. 1,
the ISI histogram of the experimental data was compared with two of the simulated data, one generated
by the DTMP and the other by the GRP with proper
µ and r. (The HPP case is not shown, because it is
just a parallel-shift of the DTMP.) Neither the HPP
nor the DTMP proved suitable for matching the shape
of the ISI histogram associated with the SCN neu-

Figure 1. ISI histograms for the original data recorded from a typical SCN neuron (o) and for the simulated data generated from the
GRP () and DTMP (−· − ·−). The GRP provides a good fit in most
parts except for the long-tail region, while the DTMP severely fails to
describe the ISI distribution of the SCN neuron, in particular on the
short ISI region. The inset illustrates the failure of GRP to simulate
the longer part of ISIs beyond the marker (↓).

rons (Kolmogorov–Smirnov test, D = 0.056, P <
0.0001). By contrast, the GRP offered a good fit, except
for the asymmetric long tail in the long ISI region (see
the inset of Fig. 1). Two parameters, µ and r, of the
GRP probability density function were obtained from
the relationships between the CV and mean ISI and
the parameters (µ = 1/<τ >, r = 1/C V 2 ). The parameters determined by the CV and mean ISI of the
data had wide ranges: 2 ≤ r ≤ 56 and 1.24 ≤ µ ≤
10.98.
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Although the ratio of the SK to CV is exactly 2 for
the GRP (Shinomoto et al., 1999), the mean ratio for the
150 SCN neurons was found to be 3.42 ± 4.04 (S K =
1.63 ± 1.97, C V = 0.37 ± 0.18). This result indicates
that the ISI histogram of the data is more skewed than
that of the GRP. This discrepancy seemed to arise from
the asymmetric long-tailed part of the distribution in
the long ISI region. To test the fitness of the GRP as a
model for the ISI distribution of the SCN neurons quantitatively, we quantified the difference in the ISI distributions generated from GRP and from SCN neurons using the D-statistic from the Kolmogorov–Smirnov test.
The ISI distribution of GRP process exhibited a significant difference in the ISI histogram of observed data
(D = 0.022, P < 0.05), although the GRP provides
a good fit to the ISI histogram for the SCN neurons
except for long ISIs.
3.2.

Fractal Behavior of SCN Neurons

For the estimation of the periodogram (PG), the data set
was divided into T = 500 sec. Each of these segments
was subdivided into M = 8,192 (213 ) bins, and within
each bin the number of spikes was counted. Compared
with the observed ISIs, the bin size (0.061 sec) was
so short that most bins contain at most one spike. The
fast Fourier transform was performed on those binary
sequences. We obtained the PG over the ranges 1/T =
0.002 to M/2T = 8.19 Hz.
The PG of the original data recorded from a typical
SCN neuron and that of their surrogate data are presented in Fig. 2(A) on a log-log scale. The PG of the
original data exhibited a 1/ f -type power-law behavior,
in particular in low-frequency region (i.e. long-time
range), whereas the PG of the surrogate data showed
the flat white-noise like behavior in the same range.
Regression analysis was used to calculate the slope
of a power-law relationship. The average slope—i.e.
the fractal exponent α P —of the ISI data for the 150
neurons was found to be 0.85 ± 0.35, while that of the
surrogate data was 0.03±0.20. The S scores for the α P
larger than 3 clearly support the presence of the powerlaw behavior within ISIs of the SCN neurons (Table 1).
As another measure, the FF of the ISI data was estimated for the neurons and their surrogate data. The
counting time T was increased from 0.1sec with a step
of 0.1 sec. Figure 2(B) shows the FFs of the ISI data
for an SCN neuron and the corresponding surrogate
data on a log-log plot. For the small T region, the FF
of the ISI data dipped below one and went through

Figure 2. Estimation of long-term correlations of the original data
recorded from a typical SCN neuron and their surrogate data on a
log-log plot. A: the PG shows a 1/ f -type power-law behavior in the
low-frequency region. B: The FF increases in a power-law fashion in
the large counting time T . C: The AF also increases in a power-law
fashion in the large counting time. For each measure, the power-law
behavior is removed in the randomly shuffled surrogate data.
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the nadir point around the mean ISI. It can be understood as that the deviation of the number of spikes in
successive bins is least at the mean ISI. Then the FF
value of the original data diverged in the power-law
form, indicating the presence of long-term correlations
among ISIs, whereas the surrogate data did not show
the power-law behavior. The mean fractal exponent obtained from the FF curves of the 150 SCN neurons was
α F = 0.68 ± 0.20, which was significantly different
from that of surrogate data ( α F = 0.03 ± 0.15). In the
case of renewal processes, the FF asymptotically converges to a constant value of CV2 . The surrogate data
exhibited the flat FF curve in the range of 100 –102 , as
illustrated in Fig. 2(B).
Since the scaling power of the FF approached unity
for some neurons, we estimated the Allan factor (AF) to
ensure the presence of a fractal structure within the ISI
sequences. The AF also exhibited a 1/f-type power-law
behavior in long T region (Fig. 2(C)). The mean scaling exponent (α A ) was 0.81 ± 0.38, significantly larger
than that of the surrogate data (α A = 0.06 ± 0.19). The
shared power-law characteristic of the FF and AF indicates that the SCN neurons exhibit the fractal behavior
in the ISI sequences.
There was a good positive correlation between fractal measures. The Spearman correlation coefficient
analysis revealed that the α P was positively correlated
with the α F (ρ = 0.66), and α A (ρ = 0.6), while the
α F was correlated with α A (ρ = 0.8). These good
correlations between the different measures clearly
demonstrate the reliability of our findings.
Finally, the autocorrelation (AC) of the ISI data was
estimated. Figure 3 presents the ACs of the ISI data for
an SCN neuron and the surrogate data as a function of
the time interval. While the surrogate data had stable
values of the AC around zero, slowly decaying behavior was found in the AC profile of the ISI data. This
result demonstrates the presence of slowly-decaying
correlations in the ISI sequences of the SCN neurons.
The correlation time length, typically defined as the
first zero-crossing time of the AC, was approximately
50–150 sec.
3.3.

The Bicuculline Effect on the Fractal Behavior

Since the GABA is the primary neurotransmitter of
the SCN (Okamura et al., 1989; Moore and Speh,
1993), bicuculline was applied to investigate the role
of GABA A receptor-mediated network couplings for
the fractal behavior of the spiking activity of SCN

Figure 3. AC profiles for the original ISI data recorded from a
typical SCN neuron and their surrogate data as a function of time.
A slow decay and fluctuating behavior above zero in the AC profiles
for a long time indicate the presence of long-term correlations within
the data. The surrogate data, a series of uncorrelated random noise,
exhibit flat AC profiles around zero independent of time.

neurons. Bath application of bicuculline (30 µM for
20 min) was performed in 56 neurons out of the 150
SCN neurons after the baseline recording (15–20 min)
in a normal condition. Statistical and fractal measures
of the 56 ISI data sets after the bicuculline application were compared with those of the data in normal conditions. The significant finding was that the
power-law behavior was persistent after the bicuculline
application as well illustrated in Fig. 4. This result
indicates that the GABAA receptor-mediated synaptic coupling is not critical for the fractal behavior of
SCN neurons. The detailed results are summarized in
Table 2.
Table 2. Comparison of mean and SD values of statistical and
fractal measures for the 56 SCN neurons and their surrogate data
after the bicuculline application with those of normal conditions.
Normal
condition (n = 56)

Bicuculline
condition (n = 56)

P

SFR

4.46 ± 1.36

5.76 ± 2.27

<0.05

CV

0.39 ± 0.25

0.48 ± 0.50

NS

SK

1.53 ± 2.58

2.41 ± 6.43

NS

αP

0.97 ± 0.36

0.89 ± 0.37

<0.05

αF

0.74 ± 0.17

0.60 ± 0.21

<0.05

αA

0.86 ± 0.34

0.77 ± 0.40

<0.05

SFR: spontaneous firing rate, NS: not significant.
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Figure 4. Comparison of mean fractal exponents and standard errors for the normal ISI data recorded from the 56 SCN neurons with
those after the bicuculline application. (∗ :P < 0.05).

3.4.
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Figure 5. Comparison of ISI histograms for the original ISI data
recorded from a typical SCN neuron (◦) and their simulated data
(). The agreement between two histograms is well particularly in
the long tail part, as depicted in the inset.

A Computer Simulation for SCN Neurons

A computational simulation of the ISI sequences of
SCN neurons was performed to faithfully reproduce
the observed stochastic dynamics underlying the ISI
patterns. The model should generate neural spike trains
exhibiting the ISI histogram and long-term correlations
among ISIs similar to those obtained from the experiments. Because the ISI histograms of the SCN neurons were well fitted by the GRP, an ISI sequence was
generated from the GRP whose firing rate was modulated by fractal stochastic noise to impose long-term
correlations among ISIs, so called a fractal-binomialnoise-driven doubly stochastic gamma (FBNDG) point
process (see Appendix for the more-detailed model description). Figure 5 shows a good agreement between
the probability density function of the simulated data
and the ISI histogram of the real ISI data from a typical
SCN neuron. The Kolmogorov–Smirnov test showed
that the simulated data provide a good fit to the ISI
histogram of SCN neurons (D = 0.0095, P = 0.47).
Since the fundamental difference of the FBNDG from
the simple GRP is the presence of long-term correlations among ISIs, the long-tail part of the ISI histogram
is very likely associated with the long-term correlations.
The data presented in Fig. 2 were compared with
those of simulated time series generated by the FBNDG
in Fig. 6. The agreement was very good for all measures. The simulated data had very similar profiles and
the fractal exponents of the periodogram, Fano factor,

and Allan factor to those of the corresponding real data.
It indicates that the FBNDG model is so far the best
stochastic model for describing ISI patterns of SCN
neurons.
4.

Discussion

Stochastic properties of the firing activity recorded
from SCN neurons in vitro have been examined using various statistical and fractal measures. ISI histograms of SCN neurons are very similar to those of
gamma renewal processes with an order of 2–56 and
with appropriate mean firing rates, except for the long
tail part of the histogram. Fractal analyses using the periodogram, Fano factor, and Allan factor show the presence of a 1/ f -type power-law behavior in the neural
spike trains of SCN neurons, which is the hallmark of
a fractal process. The bicuculline experiments demonstrate that GABAA receptor-mediated synaptic interactions between SCN neurons do not play a critical role
for generating the fractal behavior and thus the fractal
stochastic activity is an intrinsic property of individual
SCN neurons. The observed stochastic spiking activity
of SCN neurons is best described by a gamma point
process whose mean firing rate is modulated by a fractal binomial noise, the FBNDG model.
The origin of the fractal behavior in neural spike
trains has been addressed by a number of researchers
in different ways. Our observation that the fractal
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Figure 6. Comparison of fractal measures for the original data
recorded from an SCN neuron with the corresponding simulated
data generated from the FBNDG. The simulated data exhibit similar
correlation properties to those of the original data, indicating that the
FBNDG is very useful for describing the stochastic dynamics of the
ISI firing pattern of the SCN neuron.

behavior is persistent during the synaptic blockade of
SCN neurons by bicuculline suggests that the source
of the observed fractal behavior pertains to the individual SCN neurons themselves. Soen and Braun (2000)
also found a similar result in the spontaneous events
of isolated heart cells. A possible source of the fractal behavior within each neuron is the fractal kinetics
of ion channels, and consequently the fractal fluctuations in the membrane voltage (Lowen et al., 1999).
Several studies have shown that ion channel opening
and closing times in neurons exhibit the power-law behavior of a fractal process (Läuger, 1988; Liebovitch
and Koniarek, 1992; Liebovitch and Toth, 1990, 1991;
Millhauser et al., 1988). Using a Fitzhugh-Nagumo
model, Lowen et al. (1999) have demonstrated that the
fractal ion-channel gating activity can induce a fractal
behavior in the firing rate. In some sense, the fractal
binomial noise of the FBNDG process in our model
mimics the fractal ion-channel behavior and the intracellular ionic concentrations as discussed by Lowen
and Teich (1993). However, the time scale of the fractal
ion-channel gating seems too rapid to produce the longrange correlations (hundreds of seconds) observed in
the current study.
A more plausible source is the scaling of slow inactivation of ionic channels and their effect on spiking
patterns at extended time scales. Many experiments
and theoretical considerations suggest that an intrinsic
activity-dependent gating mechanism of voltage-gated
ion channels, and in particular slow recovery from inactivation of the channels might significantly contribute
to long lasting modulations in neurons (Marom, 1998
and the references therein). Furthermore, Toib et al.
(1998) have shown that the multiplicity of slow inactivation states in sodium channels is expressed as an
intrinsic memory function that preserves traces of the
previous activity over a wide range of time scales (a
scale-free behavior) in the form of modulated reaction
rates. However, the origin of fractal structure in ISI histograms of single neurons is still unknown and should
be further investigated. In the case of SCN neurons, a
slowly inactivating component of sodium currents is
known to be involved in ionic mechanisms governing
spontaneous firing (Pennartz et al., 1997). Thus, examination of the association between slow inactivation of
ionic channels and the fractal behavior in firing patterns
of SCN neurons will offer us insights as to intrinsic
sources of the fractal behavior in SCN neurons.
However, the decrease in the fractal exponents
with the bicuculline application does not exclude the
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possibility that the GABA A receptor-mediated synaptic coupling, at least in part, contributes to the fractal behavior of SCN neurons. The involvement of the
network coupling in generating the fractal behavior of
neurons has been suggested in previous studies (West,
1990; Lowen et al., 1997). For the SCN, multiple ways
of intercellular communications including gap junctional communication, neurotransmitter-based interactions, and ephaptic interactions have been reported (for
reviews, van den Pol and Dudek, 1993; Colwell, 2000).
These intercellular communications arise, of course, at
various time scales ranging from msec (gap junction)
to over 10 sec (calcium spikes). Therefore, neuronal
interactions across multiple time scales as a whole can
contribute to the fractal behavior in spiking patterns
of SCN neurons. An immediate challenge for future is
to investigate whether isolated SCN neurons exhibit a
similar fractal behavior in their ISI patterns of spikes
or to further explore the role of various neuronal interactions for the fractal behavior.
The functional role of the fractal structure in ISI histograms of SCN neurons is not clear. Long-term correlations and fractal behavior have been observed in
patterns of action potential firings recorded in a variety of neuronal preparations including the auditory
system (Kelly et al., 1996; Kumar and Johnson, 1993;
Lowen and Teich, 1996; Powers and Salvi, 1992; Teich
1989), visual system (Teich et al., 1997; Turcott et al.,
1995), somatosensory cortex (Wise, 1981), mesencephalic reticular formation (Grüneis et al., 1993), neocortex (Linkenkaer-Hansen et al., 2001, 2004), and
medulla (Lewis et al., 2001). Although a few studies
have reported the lack of the fractal behavior in neural
systems like the primary vestibule of the auditory system (Teich, 1989), the presence of the fractal behavior
throughout various brain regions suggests that the fractal behavior found in SCN neurons is a general feature
of neurons, rather than a specific one pertaining to the
SCN. Yet, the fractal property in SCN neurons might be
potentially important, because SCN neurons exhibit the
cell-autonomous circadian rhythm in the mean firing
rate. Thus, the fractal behavior (or long-term correlations among ISIs) might be needed to make individual
SCN neurons fire in a circadian fashion (The stochastic
renewal processes alone are definitely not capable of
producing the circadian modulation).
The SCN studies using theoretical models have been
intensively focusing on elucidating the synchronization
and entrainment properties of the SCN. Rhythmic modulation of the SCN has been described using the sim-
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ple limit cycle model (Pavlidis, 1967; Goldbeter, 1995;
Leloup et al., 1999; Goldbeter, 2003; Forger et al.,
2003) or the modified van der Pol oscillator model
(Wever, 1972; Kronauer, 1990; Jewett and Kronauer,
1998). Furthermore, observations that individual SCN
neurons oscillate with dispersed periods (Liu et al.,
1997) led to the development of a model of coupled
self-sustained oscillators in which the SCN consists of
weakly coupled, independent oscillators (Achermann
and Kunz, 1999; Antle et al., 2003). All these models are based on intracellular transcription-translation
feedback loops in a circadian fashion in which the protein products of the clock genes regulate their own transcription in Drosophila and Neurospora or in mammals.
However, firing activity of SCN neurons on a short time
scale is quite different from that of a simple periodic
oscillator. How the complex spontaneous spiking activity of individual SCN neurons eventually leads to the
long-range circadian rhythm and the synchronization is
unknown. However, recent finding that treatment with
TTX distorted cell synchrony and suppressed clock
gene expression of the SCN (Yamaguchi et al., 2003)
suggests that action potentials might be crucial both
for intercellular synchronization and for maintaining
the cell-autonomous circadian oscillation in the SCN.
Thus, the dynamics and behavior of complex spiking
patterns of SCN neurons should be further investigated
to obtain a deeper understanding of the synchronization among SCN neurons as well as the spike generation
mechanism of individual SCN neurons.
Appendix
1.

Stochastic Point Process

The statistical behavior of a neural spike train can be
studied by replacing the complex waveform of an individual action potential by the time interval between the
peaks of successive action potentials. In mathematical
terms, it is then viewed as a point process. Some point
processes exhibit no dependencies among their interspike intervals (ISIs), in which case the ISI sequence
obeys independent and identical distributions. Such a
process is called a renewal process. Since the renewal
process lacks temporal correlations, its statistical properties are completely characterized only by the shape
of ISI histogram (Cox and Lewis, 1966; Tuckwell,
1989).
The homogeneous Poisson process (HPP) is the simplest renewal point process in which occurrence of an
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event at any time is independent of the presence of
events at other time. Because of this property, the intervals form sequences of independent, identically distributed random variables. The ISI probability density
function for the HPP assumes the exponential form
pτ (τ ) = λ exp(−λτ ),

(2)

where λ is the mean number of events per unit time.
The mean and standard deviation of ISI are readily
calculated to be <τ > = 1/λ and στ = 1/λ, respectively, and the coefficient of variation (CV), defined as
the standard deviation divided by the mean, is therefore στ /<τ > = 1. The HPP serves as a benchmark
against which other point processes are measured and
thus plays the role that the white Gaussian process plays
in the realm of continuous-time stochastic processes
(Teich et al., 1997).
The dead-time-modified Poisson point process
(DTMP) is a modified version of the HPP having a
dead-time (refractory) interval imposed after the occurrence of each event, during which other events are
prohibited from occurring. The gamma-r renewal process (GRP) is generated from the HPP by keeping
only every rth event while deleting all other events.
Both the DTMP and the GRP require two parameters for their description. For example, ISI probability density function of the GRP is the gamma
distribution:
Pτ (τ ) =

(µr )r τ r −1 exp(−µr τ )
,
(r )

(3)

where µ is the mean firing
rate, r is the order of the
∞
process, and the (r ) = 0 x r −1 exp(−x) d x is the
gamma function evaluated at r. The mean ISI and√
the
standard deviation are <τ > = 1/µ and στ√= 1/µ r ,
respectively. Thus, the CV is C V = 1/ r . It can
be either less than or greater than unity depending on
the value of r. For r < 1, the gamma distribution
is overdispersed with respect to the exponential, for
which C V = 1. The GRP reduced to the HPP for the
special case r = 1.
Fractal stochastic process is one example of nonrenewal processes having dependencies among ISIs.
This process exhibits power-law behavior of one or
more statistics. The dependencies (or correlation)
among ISIs generated by the fractal stochastic process
can be quantified by various fractal measures.

2.
2.1.

Fractal Measures
Periodogram

The periodogram (PG) reveals how the power is distributed across the frequency domain. It is computed
by dividing a total data set into contiguous segments
of equal length T that is further divided into M equal
bins. The number of events within each bin is counted
and transformed into a power spectral density in the
frequency range from 1/T to M/2T Hz. Fractal signals
exhibit power-law behavior of the PG particularly in
the low frequency range, whereas renewal processes
present the flat PG over entire frequency regions.
2.2.

Fano Factor

The Fano factor (FF) is defined as the ratio of the variance of the number of spiking events in a counting
number (T ) to the mean:
F(T ) =

var[Ni (T )]
<Ni (T )>

(4)

where Ni (T ) is the number of spikes in the ith counting
time T . A curve is constructed by plotting the FF as a
function of the counting time on a log-log plot. It reflects the degree of event clustering or anti-clustering in
a point process relative to homogeneous Poisson process for which F(T ) = 1 for all T . The FF should
approach unity at sufficient small values of the T for
any point process. Generally, the FF less than unity indicates that a point process is more orderly than the
HPP at the particular time scale T . The FF greater
than unity means increased clustering at the given time
scale.
2.3.

Allan Factor

The Allan factor (AF) is defined as the ratio of the
event-number Allan variance to twice the mean (Allan,
1996):
A(T ) =

<[Ni+1 (T ) − Ni (T )]2 >
2<Ni (T )>

(5)

The FF and AF are simply related in the following
equality: A(T ) = 2F(T ) − F(2T ). Like the FF, the
AF is also a useful measure for the degree of event
clustering in a point process compared with the HPP,
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for which A(T ) = 1 for all T . The increase in AF
reflects an ordering of spike events in ever growing
clusters, indicating that the ISIs are correlated over all
the time scales so that each ISI depends on the entire
previous activity. In the presence of scale-free fluctuations, the AF asymptotically increases as A(T ) ∝ T α A .
The exponent α A is bounded to the range 0 < α A
< 3.

3.

Fractal-Binomial-Noise-Driven Doubly
Stochastic Gamma Point Process
(FBNDG) Model

Our model, the FBNDG, generates an ISI sequence
from the GRP whose firing rate is modulated by fractal
stochastic noise to impose long-term correlation among
ISIs. This type of model was first proposed by Teich
et al. (1997) to describe the neural spike train of the
visual nervous system of the cat. Two parameters, µ and
r , for the GRP are estimated using the mean firing rate
2
and C V of the experimental data (rmodel = 1/C Vexp
and µmodel = µexp ).
The long-term fractal fluctuation of the firing rate
in the model is generated using the sum of K alternating binary fractal processes that is allowed to
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have a value of 0 or h (Fig. 7). To generate each
constituent fractal point process, an ISI probability
density function obeying a power-law behavior is
formulated:
P(T ) = cT −(1+α)

for A < T < B

(6)

where α is the fractal exponent, c is a normalization factor, and A and B denote lower and upper cutoff times
of the correlation. Appropriate values drawn from experimental results are assigned to the five parameters
(α, A, B, K , h). Since the fluctuated firing rate is made
by stacking K number of the fractal process that alternatively switch between two different states (height)
of 0 or h with equal probability, we set the following
equality:
K h/2 = µ.

(7)

The A and B are decided as 10–50 and 105 (24 hrs),
respectively. The number of the fractal process stacked,
K , is 40 in this study. The exponent of the scale-free
probability function a is set equal to the aF of the SCN
neurons. The schematic diagram of the algorithm generating the ISI sequences of the FBNDG is presented
in Fig. 7.

Figure 7. A schematic diagram for constructing the FBNDG model. A: the scale-free probability density function provides time series of ISIs
to generate two-states (0 and h) alternating sequence. B: K numbers of those alternating sequences are summed up. C: The summation leads to
the modulated firing rate, which is substituted into the GRP model. D: Then FBNDG model is constructed to produce a simulated ISI sequence.
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